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LEE A. WILLIAMS is a speaker, coach, and entrepreneur who has
built several lucrative direct selling businesses. While transitioning out of law
enforcement he built himself with personal and professional development
training that gave him the tools to be successful in business. This allowed him
to leave law enforcement and pursue his passions.

Lee realized that he could start his own personal and professional development company because success leaves clues. Lee
did not recreate the wheel but he put his authentic stamp on personal and professional development. That is when Lee
founded Mediocre to Magnificent Inc.

It is always magnificent when you have a coach or a mentor like Lee that is not just theorizing about something they’ve read
in a book or heard. He has actually experienced a transformation himself. Lee breaks down the path to success in relatable
steps that change lives from mediocre to magnificent.

Lee started coaching and speaking to his clients and developed the 8 M’s to Magnificent Living methodology based on his
successes. Since then Lee has coached hundreds of thousands of clients. Lee has led and facilitated personal and
professional development training sessions. He also has a coaching community where he coaches people to their
magnificence.

Lee serves as a Coach and Trainer providing: Leadership Development, Corporate Training, and Professional
Development Training for Companies, Athletic Organizations, and Secondary Educational Institutes

If you're ready to do the work, Lee's laser-sharp coaching will get

you across that finish line in record time!

4-Time Emmy-Winning Producer,
The Oprah Winfrey Show



SPEAKING TOPICS

COACHING
Lee A.Williams offers coaching
services to help his clients reach their
fullest potential in business and life.
His coaching programs include the
following:

Daily Morning
Motivational Texts

Weekly Group
Video Calls

Access to Private
Facebook Group

Monthly Group
Mastermind Call

Access to
Live Meetups

• CHALLENGES: The personal steps to handle any challenge.
• RESPONSE: How to make sure you respond the right way.
• ACHIEVEMENT: How to know there is more to do after the achievement.

• MINDSET: The powerful shifts in thinking for victory.
• OWNERSHIP: How to take ownership for winning.
• LEADERSHIP: How to lead by example when it counts.

• PERSEVERANCE: The powerful shifts in thinking for victory.
• TRANSFORMATION: How to make the necessary changes for success.
• ABUNDANCE: Being aware of everything.

• RESISTANCE: How to stretch your comfort zone and not accept mediocrity.
• PREPARATION: Replacing old thoughts with new perspectives for clarity.
• ADVERSITY: How to face adversity.

MEDIOCRE TO MAGNIFICENT
• STATUS QUO: How to stretch your comfort zone and not accept mediocrity.
• SHIFT: Replacing old thoughts with new perspectives for clarity.
• SUCCESS: Helping to define what magnificence is for you.

In this thought provoking book
Lee A. Williams writes his story
that developed the
methodology of the 8 M’s to
magnificent living. Lee goes
through each of the 8 M’s to
magnificent living and breaks
down the path to success in
relatable steps to change lives.
Stop excepting mediocrity read
this book and start living
MAGNIFICENTLY.



PODCAST

BOOK LEE A.
WILLIAMS TODAY!

LEE HAS SHARED HIS MESSAGE WITH:

TOPICS:

From Law Enforcement Officer to Entrepreneur to
Business Owner and CEO! Listen how Lee A. Williams was
able to transform his life from Mediocre to Magnificent!
Join the conversation with L.A.W. and learn how you too
can create the Magnificent life you deserve.

Apple
Podcasts

Motivation
Inspiration
Personal Development
Success

AVAILABLE ON:

Do you want to achieve your full potential? Do you want an

individualized goal oriented, results driven life coach? Then Lee Williams

is the coach for you. Working with Lee has proven to be beneficial. He

takes time to uncover your needs/goals. He breaks it down into manageable

steps and creates an environment where you hold yourself accountable. In

other words "you achieve your desired results!" I 100% recommend him.

@IamLeeAWilliams
www.LeeAWilliams.com


